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EUROPA AND T H E WINGED MERCURY 
O N T W O CASSONE PANELS FROM 
T H E CZARTORYSKI COLLECTION* 
Jerzy Miziolek 
To the memory of Professor Jan Biatostocki 
A mong the Italian paintings in the Czartoryski Collection in Cracow are two small cassone panels of similar size, whose subjects have remained unde-ciphered.1 Not included in Paul Schubring's monumenta l catalogue,2 they 
have an unusual iconography which will be examined in this paper. 
The first panel (PI. 12a) depicts a group of eight young women wearing, and in 
some cases carrying, garlands of flowers. They are pictured in a meadow before a 
landscape of flat-topped hills with clumps of trees in blossom. Another woman, also 
with a wreath on her head, stands in the open doorway of a building to the left. 
The women wear pat terned, multicoloured gowns and move towards the right in a 
ceremonial procession, stopping before a small herd of cattle, one of which pre­
sents its head to the foremost woman, who crowns it with a garland. This animal is 
distinguished by its colour—it is white and has a golden pelt between its horns— 
and the rays of light which sur round its mouth . In the upper right­hand corner of 
the picture, the white head of a similar—evidently the same—animal appears 
against the sky, ra ther like a medieval personification of a wind; it too has a golden 
pelt between its horns and emits golden rays. 
In the centre of the second panel (PI. 13a), whose landscape is similar to the 
first, stands a slim youth with a wreath on his head. Clad in a tight­fitting tunic with 
puffed sleeves, dark hose and pointed shoes, he holds a long black staff in his left 
hand. Large, golden wings, decorated with punchwork, are attached to his shoul­
ders, and he is driving a small herd of cattle. (The panel having been cut, only part 
of the leading animal can be seen.) The winged herdsman and his cattle are ob­
served f rom the upper right by a man with a red hood on his head and a club in his 
left hand. On the left side of the panel are three more figures, all wearing wreaths. 
They are positioned at different heights and two of them seem to be partially 
hidden behind the hills. At the bottom, depicted in profile, is a man with long fair 
* I am most grateful to Sir Ernst Gombrich, J. B. 
Trapp, Nicolai Rubinstein, Carla Lord, Jean Michel 
Massing, Elizabeth McGrath, Ursula Sdunnus and 
Francois Quiviger for their stimulating suggestions and 
bibliographical references, I also thank Keith Christian­
sen, Miklos BoskovitS and Julius/ Chroscicki for their 
comments. Anne­Marie Duk kindly helped with the 
English translation, and Jerzy Kowalczyk did the draw­
ings (Pis 1 la, 12b). This paper could not have been writ­
ten without a research grant from the Warburg Institute 
(Saxl Fund, 1989). Earlier versions were presented at 'II 
mito antico nella tradizione letteraria europea', a con­
ference organised by the University of Mannheim at 
Villa Vigoni, March 1992, and at a seminar of Professor 
Mina Gregori at the University of Florence, May 1992. 
1 No. 76651: panel A, 35 x 45 cm, panel B, 35 x 47 
cm. Tempera on wood. These panels were presented to 
the Czartoryski Collection in 1939 by Stanistaw Ursyn 
Rusiecki, but their provenance still remains in doubt. 
See T. Chruscicki and F. Stolot, The National Museum in 
Cracow. A Historical Outline and Selected Objects, Warsaw 
1987, p. 220, cat. 87, with a colour illustration of the 
second panel. 
8 P. Schubring, Cassoni. Truhen und Truhenbilder der 
ilalienischen Friihrenaissance. Ein Beitrag zur Profanmalerei 
im Quattrocento, 2nd edn, Leipzig 1923, 2 vols. 
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hair, a red coat and a golden staff which he raises as he walks along. 3 The second 
figure is evidently the same winged man as the one shown in the centre. Here he 
holds up his black staff and seems to point with his right t humb at the woman above 
him. Only the upper part of this woman is visible above a rock, f rom which she 
seems almost to grow. 
The scene is bordered to the left by a building, whose features and emanat ing 
golden rays identify it as the structure depicted in the first panel. Presumably, there­
fore, these panels once constituted the f ron t of the same cassone. When cut in two, 
it evidently lost not only its lateral and lower parts but also a port ion f rom the 
middle. This is also suggested by the shape of the gilt gesso which adorns the upper 
parts (a similar gesso must have decorated the bottom of the panels) and takes the 
form of a recurrent floral motif with a central mandor la and S­shaped runners 
branching out f rom it. When the panels are placed side by side it is clear that a 
port ion of the central motif is missing. My partial reconstruction (PI. 12b) indicates 
that about ten centimetres are missing in the middle, a section probably occupied 
by the main part of the building. A cassone with similar decoration in the Palazzo 
Strozzi in Florence (PI. 13b) provides a point of comparison in respect of the gesso 
ornamenta t ion . 4 
Earlier discussions of the Czartoryski cassone have concentra ted on the ques­
tions of authorship and dating. As to the latter the beginning or at any rate the first 
part of the fifteenth century has been proposed. About the place of origin there is 
uncertainty, al though both Florence and Siena have been suggested. ' The Czar­
toryski cassone shows close affinities with a cassone f ron t in the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in New York (PI. 14a­c), a work probably produced by a Florentine 
artist active also in the south of Italy at the beginning of the fifteenth century.8 
Divided into three sections by an elaborate gilt gesso, with the narrative starting on 
the right side and developing to the left, it shows ei ther the siege of Taranto by the 
king of Naples, Ladislas of Durazzo, in 1407, or the capture of Naples by his father 
Charles III in 1381. The first proposal was made by Ferdinando Bologna, who 
:1 Owing to the ciill ing and repa in t ing ol this panel it Wyslmm obraziiw dawnyih mislrzmo, Touxtnystwo I'rzyjaciol 
is ha rd to say whe the r this f igure was originally dep ic ted Szliik I'ifhnyrli iv Kmkmvir, Cracow 1955, no. 1; and the 
as full length. ent ry by A. Rozycka­Bry/.ek in J. Bialostocki et a t . hi 
1 Present whereabouts unknown . See Schubr ing (as jieinture italienne lies XIV e XV Slides, Miner National de 
in n. 2), i, p. 240, no. 96; ii, pi. XV. R. van Marie, The Craeovie, Cracow L961, no. 32, where it is suggested that 
Development of the Italian Sehools of Painting, ix, T h e stylistically the paint ings a re re la ted to a conservative 
Hague 1927, p. 102. Cilt gesso decora t ions on cassoni circle of painters f rom the Florent ine School, such as 
might be a j o b even for well­known at lists, at least youth­ Agnolo Caddi or Cenni di Francesco (this opinion is re­
fill ones . Vasari relates that : Donate l lo , es sendo peated by Chruscicki a n d Stolot, as in n. 1, p. 220). 
giovanet to , d i c o n o che [Dello Delli] gli aiuto , facendovi 6 T h e r e is as yet n o a g r e e m e n t as to the place of 
di sua raano con stucco, gesso, colla e mat ton pesto t ra in ing of this a n o n y m o u s artist; see e.g. J. Pope­
a lcune storie ed o r n a m e n t i di basso rilievo, c h e poi Hennessy a n d K. Chris t iansen, 'Secular Painting in 
messi d ' o r o a c c o m p a g n a r o n o con bellissimo vedere le L5th­Century Tuscany: Birth Trays, Cassone Panels, a n d 
storie d ip in t e ' . G. Vasari, vita of Dello Delli in Le vite de' Portraits ' , Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin, xxxviii.l, 
jiiu ecceUenti pittori, scuttori e architettori, ed. C. Milanesi, 1980, p. 13, figs 13­17; see also F. Bologna, Ipittori alia 
Florence 1906, ii, p. 150. Interest ing material on cassoni ante angioma di Napoli 1266—1414 (Saggi <• studi di storia 
with gilt gesso decora t ions p r o d u c e d in Florence is to be del l 'a r te , ii), Rome 1969, pp. 343-46 , pi. VII] 2 ­ 3 ; P. 
f o u n d in A. Schiaparell i , La rasa fiorentina e i su,oi arredi L e o n e d e Castris. Arte di corte nella Napoli Angioina da 
nei secoli XIV e XV, 2nd edn , Florence 1983, i, pp. Carlo la Roberto il Saggio [1266-1343] , Florence 1986, p. 
256­62 . 83 and n. 1; F. Navarro, 'La pit tura a Napoli e nel meri­
5 F. Kopera and K. Buczkowski, Wystawa dziet dawnego d i o n e nel Q u a t t r o c e n t o ' . La pittura in Italia. II Quattro-
malarslwa wtosltiego, flamandzMiego i holenderskiego ze /.bio- cento, ed. F. Zeri, Milan 1987, ii, p. 446 and n. 8. 
row Miizeum Namdowego w Kmkowie, Cracow 1949, no. 4; 
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argued that the cassone might have been a wedding present for the marriage of 
Ladislas to Maria of Enghien, princess of Taranto, in 1407; the second was made by 
John Pope-Hennessy and Keith Christiansen.7 Various similarities can be observed 
between the paintings on the two cassoni; in particular the manne r of depicting the 
mountains with f lat tened summits, and the punchwork details. The protagonist of 
the Metropolitan cassone (Ladislas or Charles), shown there three times, also bears 
some resemblance to the winged figure of the second Czartoryski panel (details PI. 
14f, g), and there are similarities of costume, hairstyle and pose, while the man in a 
red hood on the Czartoryski cassone (detail PI. 14e) is rather like one of the sailors 
in the Metropolitan painting (PI. 14d). 
These observations suggest strongly that the two cassoni were executed in the 
same workshop, possibly even by the same artist. A study of the garments depicted 
on the Czartoryski cassone supports a dating at the beginning of the Quatt rocento. 
The women all wear so-called cipriane, characterised by numerous buttons, which 
were very popular in the four teenth century and the beginning of the fifteenth.8 In 
this connect ion a cassone in the Bargello, which has been attributed to the painter 
of the Metropolitan cassone,9 provides a suggestive comparison. It depicts Boc­
caccio's story of messer Torello and Saladin (Decameron, x.9), and Torello's wife (PI. 
l i d ) wears a nearly identical cipriana to that of one of the women on the first Czar­
toryski panel (PI. 12a). Similarities occur too in the colour and pattern of the 
materials and in the fur hems; and both include wreaths. 
While Boccaccio provides a key to the depictions on numerous early cassoni, 
however, in the case of the Cracow panels the subject was taken f rom Ovid's 
Metamorphoses. The 'Bible of painters ' had been a school­book since about 1100,10 
7 B o l o g n a , o p . c i t . , p p . S 4 S f f ( u s i n g t h e a p p e l l a t i o n 
' M a e s t r o d e l l a p r e s a d i T a r a n t o ' ) ; P o p e ­ H e n n e s s v a n d 
C h r i s t i a n s e n , o p . c i t . , p . 13. I n b o t h p u b l i c a t i o n s a 
r e l a t i o n s h i p is s u g g e s t e d w i t h f r e s c o e s in t h e c h u r c h o f 
G a l a t i n a ; s e e a l s o N a v a r r o , o p . c i t . , p p . 4 4 6 f f . M i k l o s 
B o s k o v i t s k i n d l y i n f o r m s m e t h a t b o t h h e a n d E v e r e t t 
F a h y o f t h e M e t r o p o l i t a n M u s e u m ( i n d e p e n d e n t l y ) 
h a v e c o n c l u d e d t h a t t h e ' M a s t e r o f t h e S i e g e o f T a r ­
a n t o ' w a s a F l o r e n t i n e p a i n t e r , a u t h o r o l s e v e r a l p a i n t e d 
c a s s o n i . desM da parto a n d o i l i e r w o r k s , s o m e o f w h i c h 
a r e c e r t a i n l y o f F l o r e n t i n e p r o v e n a n c e . T h e a n o n y m o u s 
p a i n t e r w a s a c t i v e , in t h e i r o p i n i o n , a r o u n d ( h e t u r n o f 
t h e 1 4 t h c e n t u r y . T h e figure o f t h e ' M a s t e r o f t h e S i e g e 
o f T a r a n t o ' is m e n t i o n e d b y B o s k o v i t s i n ' I I M a e s t r o d i 
I n c i s a S c a p a c c i n o e a l t r i p r o b l e m i d i p i t t u r a u n d o 
go t i ca ' , Parugone, di, 1991, pp . 3 5 ­ 5 3 esp . 37f a n d n. I I 
( i n c l . l i s t o f w o r k s a s c r i b e d t o t h i s p a i n t e r ) ; i n t h i s 
p a p e r , h o w e v e r , B o s k o v i t s u s e s t h e n a m e ' t h e M a s t e r o f 
L a d i s l a s of D u r a z z o ' . I b e l i e v e t h a t t h i s a n o n y m o u s 
m a s t e i m a \ h a v e b e e n S p i n e l l o \ r e l i n o oi .1 p a i n t e i 
c l o s e l y l i n k e d w i t h h i s w o r k s h o p . 
tS S e e R. I.. P i s c l / k v . Sliiria del costume. II: II Trecento e il 
(>uallr,iceiilo. Mil.111 19(54, p p . 9 7 , I I'll, p i s III . M l . S e c 
a l s o p . 3 9 , o n m e n ' s h i p ­ l e n g t h t u n i c s w h i c h e m p h a s i s e 
t h e s h a p e o f t h e b o d v a n d a b o u t s h o e s w i t h p o i n t e d 
t o e s . S e c a l s o P. W a t s o n . I In Carilen of Love in Tuscan Art 
ojf the l.arly Renaissance. P h i l a d e l p h i a 1 9 7 9 , p . 8 1 p i . 5 1 . 
9 B o l o g n a ( a s i n n . (5), p p . 3 4 4 ­ 4 6 , p i . V I I I 3 ­ 4 . S e e 
a l s o S c h u b r i n g ( a s i n n . 2 ) ; i, n o . 1 8 a n d p i . I l l ; a n d 
P o p e ­ H e n n e s s y a n d C h r i s t i a n s e n ( a s in n . 6 ) , p . 13. 
S i m i l a r , a n d w i t h t h e s a m e s u b j e c t , is t h e c a s s o n e i n t h e 
S t i b b e r t M u s e u m i n F l o r e n c e : s e e E. C a l l m a n n , ' T h e 
( . l o w i n g T h r e a t t o M a r i t a l Bliss a s s e e n i n F i f t e e n t h ­
C e n t u r y F l o r e n t i n e P a i n t i n g s ' , Studies in Iconography, v, 
1 9 7 9 , p . 7 8 n . 8 . T w o o t h e r c a s s o n i h a v e b e e n l i n k e d 
w i t h t h e M e t r o p o l i t a n o n e . F o r a r e p r o d u c t i o n o f t h e 
first, a l s o i n t h e M e t r o p o l i t a n ( n o . 3 2 . 7 5 . 2 A ) , s e e F. Z e r i 
a n d E. E. G a r d n e r , Italian Paintings. A Catalogue of the 
Collection of Hie Metropolitan Museum 0/ Arl. Ilorentine 
School. N e w Y o r k 1 9 7 1 , p . 6 0 ( n o t e t h e a s c r i p t i o n t o t h e 
F l o r e n t i n e S c h o o l — b u t t h e a p p e l l a t i o n ' M a s t e r o f t h e 
C r a c o w C a s s o n e ' a p p e a r s a l s o ) . F o r t h e s e c o n d , i n t h e 
A s h m o l e a n M u s e u m , O x f o r d ( n o . A 2 3 1 ) , s e e C . L l o y d , 
.1 Catalogue of Earlier Italian Paintings in the Ashmolean 
Museum, O x f o r d 1 9 7 7 . p p . I 3 2 f , p i . 9 3 . t h i s c a s s o n e is 
a s c r i b e d t o a n a n o n y m o u s N e a p o l i t a n m a s t e r ; h o w e v e r , 
L l o y d a l s o u s e s t h e n a m e ' t h e M a s t e r o f t h e C r a c o w c a s ­
s o n e ' [ a F l o r e n t i n e ? ] , a n d r e f e r s t o a n o p i n i o n g i v e n i n 
a l e t t e r b y M i k l o s B o s k o v i t s (c f . n . 7 a b o v e ) . 
1 0 O n O v i d ' s f a m e i n t h e M i d d l e A g e s s e e F. C h i s a l ­
b e r t i , ' M e d i a e v a l B i b l i o g r a p h i e s o f O v i d ' , t h i s fournal. 
ix , 1 9 4 6 , p p . 1 0 ­ 5 9 : G . P a n s a . Ovid im Millelaller. Z u r i c h 
a n d S t u t t g a r t I 9 6 0 : G . B a t a g l i a . L a t r a d i z i o n e d i O v i d i o 
n e l m e d i o e v o ' , Filologia romanza, 1 9 5 9 . p p . 1 8 5 ­ 2 2 4 . F o r 
m o r e b i b l i o g r a p h i c a l r e f e r e n c e s o n t h e s u b j e c t s e e R. 
E . K a s k e , A . G r o o s a n d M . W . T w o m e y , Medieval Chris­
tian Literary Imagery. A Guide in Interpretation, T o r o n t o , 
B u f f a l o a n d L o n d o n 1 9 8 8 , p p . 1 2 2 ­ 2 6 . 
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commen ted upon , paraphrased and moralised since the twelfth century,11 and 
translated into Italian as early as the four teen th century.12 Vasari, in his vita of Dello 
Delli, remarks that: 
At that time large wooden chests like tombs were in use in the chambers of citizens... The 
scenes represented on the body of the chest were usually fables from Ovid and other 
poets . . . l s 
Some version of Ovid's story of Europa was evidently the source for the first panel 
of the Czartoryski cassone. At the end of the second book of Metamorphoses we read 
of how 
the father and ruler of the gods... took upon him the form of a bull... His colour was white 
as the untrodden snow... Agenor's daughter looked at him in wondering admiration, be­
cause he was so beautiful and friendly. But, although he seemed so gentle, she was afraid at 
first to touch him. Presently she drew near, and held out flowers to his snow­white lips...and, 
when her fear has little by little been allayed, he yields his breast for her maiden hands to 
pat and his horns to entwine with garlands of fresh flowers.14 
The painter of the Czartoryski cassone cannot be said to have captured the atmos­
phe re of Ovid's story: Europa scarcely seems delighted, and the white animal being 
crowned, evidently the bull, has only some of the features attr ibuted to it in the 
Metamorphoses. But a small bull like the one on the cassone does occur in three four­
teenth­century manuscripts of Ovide moralise en vers, now preserved in Rouen, Paris 
and Lyons.15 In these the episode depicted is the slightly later one of Europa 's 
" See e.g. F. Ghisalbert i , 'Arno l fo d 'Or leans , un cul­
tore di Ovidio nel secolo XII' , Memorie del Reale hlitntn 
Lombard*) di Scienze e Leltere, xxiv, Milan 1932, pp. 1 5 7 ­
234; idem, 'Giovanni del Virgilio esposi tore delle Meta-
morphosi di Ovidio ' , Giornak Danlesco, xxxiv, 1933 (n.s. iv 
= Annuario Danlesco, 1931), pp. 1­110; G. di Garlandia , 
' Poeme t to inedi to del secolo XIII' , a n d 'Testi e docu­
m e n t inedili o rari, 2', Inlegumenta Ovidii, ed. F. Ghisal­
berti , Messina a n d Milan 1933. See also Don G Allen, 
Mysteriously Meant. The Rediscovery of Pagan Symbolism and 
Allegorical Interpretation in the Renaissance, Balt imore a n d 
L o n d o n 1970, pp. 163ff. For moral ised versions, espe­
cially the Ovide moralise, see Ovide moralise poeme du com­
mencement du qualorzieme siecle, ed. C. d e Boer (Ver­
h a n d e l i n g e n d e r Koninkl i jke A c a d e m i e van Weten­
schappen : Afdeel ing Le t t e rkunde , n.r., xv), 1915. For 
Pet rus Berchor ius ' s Ovidius moralizatus, written c. 1340, 
see F. Ghisalbert i , 'VOvidius moralizatus di Pierre Ber­
suire ' , Studj Rornanzi, xxiii, 1933, pp. 5­136 ; a n d Allen 
(as above) , pp. 168­73. 
12 For example by Arrigo Simintendi and Giovanni 
Bonsignori: see B. Guthmul le r , Ovidio Metamorphoseos 
vulgare. Formen und Funktionen der Volkssprachlichen 
Wiedergabe kUissischer Dichlung in der italienischen Renais­
sance (Verof fen t l i chungen zur H u m a n i s m u s f o r s c h u n g ) , 
Boppa rd am Rhein 1981, passim. O n the impor t ance of 
these t ranslat ions into Italian for art see C. Ginzburg , 
'Tiziano, Ovido e i codici della f igurazione erot ica del 
C i n q u e c e n t o ' , Paragone, cccxxxix, 1978, pp. 3 ­34 ; P. 
Watson, ' T h e Art of Narrative: Apollo a n d D a p h n e , 
Pollaiuolo a n d Ovid ' , Trivium, xviii, 1983, pp. 5 5 ­ 7 2 , 
esp. 56. See also L. Barkan, The Gods made Flesh. Metamor­
phosis and the Pursuit of Paganism, New Haven a n d Lon­
d o n 1986, esp. pp. 13ff, 171ff. 
l s ' usandosi in q u e ' t empi pe r le camere d e ' ci t tadinj 
cassoni grand i di l egname a uso di sepo l tu re . . . E le 
storie che nel c o r p o dinanzi si facevano e r a n o per lo piu 
di favole tolte da Ovidio e da altri poet i ' . Vasari/Mila­
nesi (as in n. 4), ii, p. 148; tr. f r o m the English e d n , ed. 
W. Gaunt , L o n d o n a n d New York 1963, i, p. 219. See 
also E. H. Gombr ich , 'Apol lonio di Giovanni: A Flor­
en t ine Cassone Workshop seen t h rough the Eyes of a 
Human i s t Poet ' , Norm and Form, L o n d o n 1966, pp. 1 1­
28; Cal lmann (as in n. 9) , p. 73 an ; idem, Apollonio di 
Giovanni, O x f o r d 1974, p. 39 a n ; Pope­Hennessy a n d 
Chris t iansen (as in n. 6), p. 12. 
14 Ovid, Metamorphoses, ii, 836ff, tr. F. J. Miller (Loeb 
Classical Library) , L o n d o n 1984, i, pp. 119ff. Giovanni 
di Bonsignori ' s version (Ovidio metamorphoseos vulgare, 
Venice 1522, fab. XLV on fols xviv­xvii) does no t men­
tion the colour of the bull; Arrigo Simintendi ' s version 
in Ovidio maggiore, ed. R. Guasti: / primi V Film delle Meta­
rnorfosi d'Ovidio, Prato 1846, p. 97, is a closer t ranslat ion. 
15 R o u e n , Bibl iotheque Municipale , MS 04, fol. 71; 
Paris, Bibl io theque de l 'Arsenal , MS 5069, fol. 27; 
Lyons, Bibl io theque d e la Ville, MS 742, fol. 40. See C. 
Lord, ' T h r e e Manuscr ipts of the Ovide moralise', Art Bul­
letin, lvii, 1975, pp. 161­75, figs 11, 12. T h e Lyons manu­
script is r e p r o d u c e d in E. Panofsky a n d F. Saxl, 'Classical 
Mythology in Medieval Art ' , Metropolitan Museum Studies, 
iv.2, 1933, fig. 58; see also F. Kobler in Reallexikon zur 
deutschen Kunslgeschichle, vi, 1973, s.v. Europa, cols 366ff, 
giving a full list of l i terary sources and previous litera­
ture on the subject; M. Bierschenk, 'Die Europa­Fabel 
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abduction, for she is shown sitting on the bull. But in a few cases the scene of the 
garlanding of the bull is illustrated. Of these the manuscript of Petrus Berchorius 
(Pierre Bersuire), Ovidius moralizatus, executed in nor the rn Italy in the latter part of 
the four teenth century and now held at Gotha, is especially interesting (PI. 11c).16 
It shows a meadow in which three young women are gather ing flowers by a 
fountain. To the right is a herd of cattle, led by a white bull whose horns are held by 
Europa. 
The garlanding of the bull by Europa, accompanied by attendants, can be found 
on two later cassoni, now in Paris. The first, at the Louvre and dating f rom about 
1470, is ascribed to Francesco di Giorgio Martini;17 the second, in the Musee 
Jacquemar t -Andre , was execu ted some decades la ter by Giro lamo d ' A n d r e a 
Mocetto.18 The scene also figures in two Venetian woodcuts, one an illustration to 
the first edition of Giovanni Bonsignori 's translation of Metamorphoses, dating f rom 
1497,19 the other in the famous Hypnerotomachia Poliphili of 1499.20 In all these cases 
the scene of the crowning of the bull is accompanied by at least one picture of 
Europa 's abduction. But the coronation is occasionally shown in isolation, as in the 
Venetian edition of Ovid's Ars amatoria published in 1509 (PI. l i e ) . 2 1 Here the bull 
lies down, so that Europa can sit as she crowns him; a second wreath is by her feet 
and others are prepared by her companions. 
No other representat ion of the story of Europa seems to include a bull 's head in 
the sky.22 Still, it must be the bull-Jupiter, presumably about to make his descent to 
Earth. This detail might have been in tended to make a connect ion with the adjoin­
ing scene represented on the second panel of the Czartoryski cassone (PI. 13a), 
which came f rom the episode immediately preceding the Europa story in the Meta­
morphoses: 
In those days thou [Apollo] wast dwelling in Elis and the Messenian fields. Thy ga rmen t was 
a shepherd ' s cloak, thy staff a stout stick f rom the wood, and a pipe made of seven unequal 
reeds was in thy hand. And while thy thoughts were all of love, and while thou didst dis­
course sweetly on the pipe, the cattle thou wast keeping strayed, 'tis said, all unguarded into 
the Pylian Fields. There Maia's son spied them, and by his native craft drove them into the 
in Literatur unci in bildlicher Darstellung des Mittel-
alters', Die. Verfuhrung der Europa. Kataloglmch zur gleich-
namigen Ausstellung im Kunstgneerlmnuseum Berlin, Stoat 
liche Museen Preujkscher Kulturbesitz (1988), Frankfurt am 
Main 1988, figs 711. 
16 Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, MS Membr. 1.98. See 
Kohler (as in n. 15), ill. in cols 869f; Bierschenk (as in n. 
15), pp. 69ff, fig. 75. On the manuscript see E. Panofsky, 
Renaissance and Renascences in Western \rl. Stockholm 
1960, pp. 78f n. 2; H. Roob, 'Unvollendete Miniaturen 
in einer Ovid Handschrift der Gothaer Bibliothek', 
Eorschungen unit linstrlnitlc. xxxviii. 1964, pp. 174-77. 
Berchorius, fab. XXIII, reads: 'Mirata igitur puella istius 
tauri pulchi i tudinem albedinem et mansuetudinem 
colligebat (lores et ei sertum inter cornua faciebat'. 
Quoted from his Reductoriurn morale, xv, caps ii-v, Ovidius 
moralizatus (Instituut voor I.aat Latijn der Rijksuniversi-
teit, Werkmateriaal, ii), ed. J. Engels, Utrecht 1962, p. 
61. Miklos Boskovits has informed me that he believes 
the Gotha manuscript was produced about 1350. 
17 Schubring (as in n. 2), no. 466, pi. GX; Die Verfuh­
rung der Europa (as in n. 15), colour ill. V. For examples 
from antique art of Europa garlanding the bull-Jupiter, 
see M. Robertson in Lexikon iconographicum mylhologiae 
classicae, iv, Zurich and Munich 1988, s.v. Europa, pp. 
7711, pi. 33, nos 11, 18. 
18 Schubring (as in n. 2), no. 781, pi. CLXIV. 
19 P. (kiidii Melamorphoseds, ed. Z. Rosso, Venice 1497, 
fol. XVIIIV. See also B. Mundt, 'Illustrationen zu Ovid', 
Die Verfuhrung der Europa (as in n. 15), pp. 108ff, cat. 25 
fig. 16. This illustration was repeated in successive 
editions of Metamorphoses in the 16th century. 
2 0 See Francesco Colonna, Poliphili Hypnerotomachia, 
Venice 1499, fols K.1III, K.VV; Bierschenk (as in n. 15), 
cat. 27 fig. 78. 
-' V. Massena, Prince d'Essling, Iss Hares d figures veni­
tiens de la fin du XVe siecle el du eommenrement du XVIe, 
Florence and Paris 1909, ii, 1, p. 189. 
l - See T. Raff, 'Die Ikonographie der mittelalterlichen 
Windpersoni f ikat ionen, Aachener Kunstbldtter, xlviii, 
1978/79, figs 6()ff. There are representations of the 
story which portray Jupiter in human form in the 
heavens, before his descent to Earth: see Die Verfuhrung 
der Europa (as in n. 15), cat. 63 fig. 79, cat. 71 fig. 86. 
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woods and hid them there. Nobody saw the thef t except one old man well known in that 
ne ighbourhood , called Battus by all the countryside.2 3 
The man with long fair hair and a golden staff might thus be identified as Apollo; 
the character in the red hood, pictured in the upper right-hand corner, Battus; and 
the winged figure, Mercury. 
A few cases of winged figures of Hermes can be found in Greek art, but these 
could hardly have influenced any fifteenth-century cassone painter.21 The familiar 
image of Mercury is with small wings on his sandals, or ankles, and on his distinctive 
hat (petasus) .2r> He should hold the caduceus, his magic wand, and not a simple-
staff. Nothing either in Ovid or his commentators, or in any ancient or medieval 
mythographer, suggests that Mercury should have wings growing from his shoul­
ders.21' The winged Mercury does, however, have some precedent in medieval art. 
Illustrated copies of the Rabanus Maurus encyclopedic De naturis rerum (often 
called De universo), mentioned in Berchorius's text, were probably available by the 
ninth century. A copy made in 1023, now held in Montecassino,27 depicts, among 
other gods, Mercury with a dog's head (Hermanubis), huge wings (or perhaps one 
wing) growing from his shoulders, and a bird flying between his legs (PI. 15g).28 In 
2:1 Ovid, Metamorphoses, ii, 679ff; Loeb e d n (as in n. 
14), pp. 10711. See also Bonsignori (as in n. 14), cap. 
xxxiiii, fol. XV, a n d Simintendi (as in n. 14), p. 89. 
2 4 Mercury is shown with wings growing f rom his 
shoulders on two (ith-ceniury BC Greek vases: a blac k-
f igure kylix now in die Musee Municipal d e Boulogne-
sur-Mer (J . B. Beazley, Attic Black Figure Vase Painters. 
O x f o r d 1956, pp. 29711, no. I); and a red-figure am­
p h o r a f r o m Vulci, now in the British Museum ( G 
Lenorman t ­De Witte, Elite de monuments ceramograph-
iques, ii, Paris 1857, pp. 114ff, pi. 36, fig. D). In both 
cases H e r m e s has a beard , a normal fea ture of this god ' s 
iconography until the early 5th cen tu ry BC. 
'­' O n (be iconography of M e r c u r y / H e r m e s see C. 
Schere r in Ausjuhrliches Lextium der griechischen und rbmis-
chen Mythologie, Leipzig 1884—90, i, s.v. Hermes, cols 
2342­432 , esp. 2390; H. Sich t e rmann in Endclopedia dell' 
fii lr antica, classica e oriental*, iv, Rome 1961, s.v Hermes, 
pp. 2 ­ 2 0 ; also F. Saxl, 'R inasc imen to del l ' an t ichi ta . 
Suul ien zu d e n Arbei ten A. Warburg ' , Reperlorium fur 
Kunstunssenschaft, xliii, 1922, pp. 2 2 0 ­ 7 2 passim, esp. 
252ff; Panofsky a n d Saxl (as in n. 15), pp. 228­80 , esp. 
250ff ;J . Seznec, The Survival of the Pagan Gods, New York 
1961, passim. See also A. P. Mir imonde , 'Les allegories 
d e la niusiquc. II'. Gazelle lies Heiiux-Arls. Ixxii, 1969, pp. 
343­62 ; Mercure a la Renais.same. Arln de fournees d'Etudc 
(1984, Lille), Paris 1988, esp. pp. 69­84 ; K. A. Neu­
hausen , 'De Merctirio renascent ibus obvio litteris', Ada 
conventus neo-latini Guetpherbytani. Proceedings nj Ihe Sixlli 
International Congress nf Neo-l.alin Studies (HIK6, Wolfen­
biittel), Binghampton and New York 1988, pp. 1 17­26. 
I t hank (Christopher Ligota for ibis re fe rence . 
26 f o r various descr ip t ions of Mercury see H. l.iebe­
schutz, I'ldgenlius metaforatis. Ein Beitrag zur Gesehichte der 
AnHken Mythologie im Mittelalter (Studien d e r Bibliothek 
Warburg , iv), Leipzig and Berlin 1962, pp. 60f; Seznec 
(as in n. 25), pp. 2941. See also E. H. Wilkins, 'Descrip­
t ions of Pagan Divinities f r o m Petrarch lo Chaucer ' , 
Speculum, xxxii.3, 1957. pp. 511­22 , esp. 518. Mylh-
ographus, iii.9, for example , says: ' q u o d vero talaria 
habea t Mercurius , et pe ta sum, id est ca l c i amen tum 
alarum a Graeco verbo ­TOTOJ id est a volando dic tum. ' 
(G. H. Bode, ed., Scriptures mum mythicarum lalini tres 
Romae nuper reperti, Cellis 1834, p. 216. CX Mythographus, 
i.l 17, ii.54f, ii.170; also Mythographi vaticani I and II, ed. 
P. Kulcsar (Corpus Chr i s t i anorum, Series Latina, XCI 
c), T u r n h o l t 1987, pp. 48, 138­40, 229f. Similarly Ber­
chor ius in his I)e formis figurisi/ue deorum, an in t roduct ion 
lo his Ovidius moralizalus, says: 'Era t en im ipsius figura 
s e c u n d u m Fulgent ium et R a b a n u m in libro suo De m um 
naturis h o m o qui in capi te et in talis habeba t alas . . . 
d u a b u s alis velabant facies suas et d u a b u s velabanl 
pedes suos. (P. Berchorius , De formis figurisque deorum 
[Instituut voor Laal Latijn de r Rijksuniversiteit, Werk­
materiaal , i], e d . J . F.ngels, Utrech t 1960, pp. L7f.) See 
also Ghisalberti , 'VOvidius moraUzatus' (as in n. 11), pp. 
'Kill. 
2 7 Biblioteca dell 'Abbazia, MS 132. T h e original ver­
sion has not survived. O n iis i l lustrations see E. Panof­
sky, 'Hercu les Agricola: A f u r t h e r Complicat ion in die 
Prob lem of the I l lus t ra ted H r a b a n u s Manuscr ip t s ' , 
Essays in the History of Art Presented lo Rudolph Wittkower, 
L o n d o n 1967, pp. 20­28 ; M. Reuter, Text und Bild im 
Codex 132 der Bibliothek von Montecassino. 'Liber Rabani de 
originibus rerum' (Mi inchner Beit rage zur Mediavistik 
u n d Renaissance Forschung, xxxiv), Munich 1984. F. 
Saxl in ' I l lustrated Mediaeval Encyclopedias. I: T h e 
Classic al Heri tage ' , in his Lectures i. L o n d o n 1957, pp. 
233­39 , suggested dial (here was once an illustrated 
edi t ion of the Etymologiae of Isidore of Seville, which is 
now lost. This might have been copied in (he Carolin­
gian per iod . For the Etymologiae see Patrologiae cursus 
compietus... series latino (hereaf te r / '/.), ed . J . P. Migne, 
Paris 1844­64, Ixxxiii, cap. viii, which conta ins a de­
scription of pagan gods; for Mercury see col. 319. Cf. 
Panofsky, (as in n. 16), p. 83; and idem (as above) , p. 
23. 
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a later copy of the manuscript the bird has become wings on his feet, but large 
wings still sprout f rom his neck (PI. 15b).29 In both versions his caduceus has 
become a long staff with which he is about to kill a snake. 30 It seems therefore that a 
misunderstanding of the reference to wings 'in capite' , 'on his head ' , may have pro­
duced the first medieval representat ion of the winged Mercury. 
Another example can be found in one of the illustrations to Remigius's com­
mentary on Martianus Capella's De nuptiis Mercurii et Philologiae, in a manuscript 
dating f rom 1100 and now held in Munich (PI. 15a).31 Here he walks, almost naked 
and wearing a dark cap, in f ron t of Mars's chariot, holding in his left hand a strange 
forked object for a caduceus. Huge (apparently doubled) wings grow f rom his 
shoulders, and his identity is conf i rmed by the inscription. Two fur ther examples 
feature in French manuscripts of the Ovide moralise en vers (but with illuminations 
based on those in the Berchorius version), of a round 1380, now in the Vatican and 
in Geneva respectively (Pis 15c, e).3 2 Both show Mercury with Argus, who is lulled 
by the god's flute. Here Mercury has small wings growing f rom his ankles, but in 
clothing and physical appearance there is more of a resemblance to the winged 
figure of the Czartoryski cassone (PI. 13a). 
There are also some fifteenth­century representat ions of the winged Mercury. A 
notable example occurs in a manuscript of Christine de Pisan's Epitre d'Othea (with a 
much t ransformed text by Jean Mielot) in Brussels, illustrated by Loyset Liedet 
around 1460 (PI. 15f),3 3 al though it should be observed that wings are a feature of 
2 8 See P. Amelli , Miniature sacre e profane dell'anno 1023 
(facsimile), Montecass ino 1896, fol. 386; N. H i m m e l ­
tnann , 'Ant ike C o t t e r im Mittelal ter ' , 'Merer Winekel-
mannspmgr/imine, 1985, pi. :'». 1. O n U e r m a n u b i s see 
Panofsky (as in n. 27), p. 28 n. 37; a n d Pie t schmann in 
Realenzykopadie der klassisehen Alterlumswissenschaft, ed . E. 
Pauly a n d G. Wissowa, i, Stut tgar t 1984, cols 2645­49 , 
esp. 2649. For the Rabanus text see PL (as in n. 27), cxi, 
col. 430: 'Alas eius in capi te et in p e d i b u s significare 
volucrem fieri p e r aera s e r m o n e n i . . . Virgam tenet , qua 
sci penies dividi t . . . (an au tem r u m capi te can ino fin 
guilt , haec rat io dicitur, q u o d in te r o m n i a animal ia 
canis sagacissimuni genus et perspicax h a b e a t u r ' . For 
various aspects of this image see A. Goldschmid t , 'F ruh­
mit te la l ter l iche i l lustrierte Encyklopadien ' , Vortrage der 
Bihliolhek Warburg, 1923-24, Leipzig a n d Berlin 1926, p. 
217; Panofsky a n d Saxl (as in n. 15), p. 250; a n d Reute r 
(as in n . 2 7 ) , p. 179. 
2 9 Thi s manusc r ip t , m a d e in 1425 in e i the r south or 
cen t ra l G e r m a n y (again probably f r o m the original 
vers ion) , is now in t he Vatican: Biblioteca Apostolica 
Vaticana, MS Pal, lat. 291, fol. 190; see P. L e h m a n n , 
' I l lustr ier te H r a b a n u s Godices ' , Vuldaer Studien II, Sit-
tungsberielile der jihilosojihiseli-hislorisehen Klasse der Bayer-
isehen Akademie tier Wiweii.seha/len, Munich 1927, pp. 1311; 
Panofsky a n d Saxl (as in n. 15), p. 258, fig. 11; Panofsky 
(as in n. 27), fig. 2; Seznec (as in n. 25) , fig. 66. 
Another , roughly c o n t e m p o r a r y image of the g o d with 
wings on his neck (but this t ime with a h u m a n h e a d ) 
occurs in De deorum imaginilms libellus, i l lustrated in Italy 
a r o u n d 1420 a n d also in the Vatican: MS Reg. lat. 1290, 
fol. 2 r . See I.iebeschiitz (as in n. 26), fig. 28; cf. p. 119 
with the passage f r o m this text (cap. vi) descr ib ing 
Mercury. See also Saxl (as in n. 25) , fig. 16; Panofsky 
a n d Saxl (as in n. 15), pp . 257ff, fig. 40. A f u r t h e r 
e x a m p l e is in O x f o r d , Bodleian Library, MS Rawlinson 
B.214, fol. 198v; see F. Saxl a n d H. Meier, Verzeichnis 
astrologischer und mythohgischer iUustrierter Handschrifien in 
englisehen Bibliotheken, L o n d o n 1953, pi. VI, 19; Seznec 
(as in n. 25) , p. 181, fig. 70. 
30 p o r (jjj s m i s t a k e of t he i l lustrator see Panofsky a n d 
Saxl (as in n. 15), p. 250; also Goldschmid t (as in n. 28), 
p. 217. O n the caduceus a n d its various fo rms in the 
Middle Ages see Seznec (as in n. 25), pp. 181 ft" a n d 
passim. 
31 Staatsbibl iothek, Clm. 14271, fol. l l v ; see Panofsky 
and Saxl (as in n. 15), pp. 25311', fig. 39; Saxl (as in n, 
25), pp. 24311, fig. 12: Panofsky (as in n. 16), p. 85, fig. 
53; Seznec (as in a. 25), pp . 167f, 181, fig. 67. O n this 
manusc r ip t see also G. Swarzenski, Die Regenslmrger Bueh-
malerei, Leipzig 1901, p. 172; I . iebeschii tz (as in n. 26), 
pp. 44f. T h e r e is n o t h i n g a b o u t Mercury with wings 
growing f r o m his shou lde r s e i t he r in t he text of Marti­
anus Capel la or in Remigius 's c o m m e n t a r y . For Remi­
gius 's descr ip t ions see chaps 1.9.5, 1.9.14 in his Commen-
turn in Marlianum Capellam, i­ii, ed . C. E. Lutz, Leiden 
1962, pp . 82, 101. Seznec (as in n. 25), p. 181, not iced 
the ' angel ic aspec t ' of this r ep resen ta t ion of Mercury 
and suggested that it cou ld be based o n the images of 
I l e rn ianub is discussed above. 
:i­ Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS Reg. lat. 1480, 
fol. 241 r ; Geneva, Bibl io theque Publ ique et Universi­
taire, MS fr. 176, fol. 239 ' ; bo th u n p u b l i s h e d . O n these 
manuscr ip t s a n d i l lustrations, which re fe r to descrip­
t ions in Berchor ius ' s De formis figurisque deorum, see 
Panofsky (as in n. 16), pp . 80f n. 2; A. Warburg , Gesam-
melte Schriften, ed. G. Bing a n d F. R o u g e m o u n t , Berlin 
1932, ii, pp . 627ff. 
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nearly all the pagan gods represented in this manuscript .3 1 Thus Mercury, the 
messenger of pagan gods (ayyEA-oq), given the wings of a Christian angel,155 became a 
constant, albeit minor theme in art.36 
It can therefore be presumed that the winged youth on the Czartoryski cassone 
represents Mercury and that the subject is indeed the story of Battus. The fair-
haired man in the foreground is thus Apollo dressed as a cowherd. In depicting him 
with a golden staff the artist was perhaps following Boccaccio, who relates that 
Apollo gave Mercury his rod when the gods made peace after the episode of Battus; 
later, following Lucian, he talks of Mercury 'with the golden wand' .3 7 
The story of Battus was in fact represented in some contemporary miniatures, 
notably in the manuscript of Berchorius's Ovidius moralizatus in Gotha (PI. l l a -b) . 3 8 
Berchorius followed Ovid {Metamorphoses, ii.678ff) in describing how Battus re­
ceived a heifer f rom Mercury in re turn for his promise not to disclose the thef t of 
cattle. To test Battus the god re turned , in disguise, offer ing a cow and bull for infor­
mation. Battus told all and was tu rned to stone for his faithlessness. In the Gotha 
Ovidius moralizatus this whole story is represented in a single landscape, in a manne r 
8 3 Bibl io theque Royale, MS 9392, fol. 21v; see J . van 
Gheyii, Christine tie Pisan, Epitre d'Othea, deesse de In 
Prudence, d Hector, chef de Troyens. Reproduction des 100 
miniatures du MS 9392 de Jean Mielot, Brussels 1913, pi. 
18. 
3 4 See e.g. fols 13v (Apollo), 14v (Mars), 16v (Min­
erva) , 24 v (Bacchus) , 25 v (Venus) , etc., a n d o n c e m o r e 
Mercury, fol. 15v, r e p r o d u c e d in van Gheyn, op. cit., pi. 
12. Chris t ine d e Pisan says n o t h i n g a b o u t e i ther Mer­
cury ' s wings or those of the o t h e r gods ( for refs see 
below, n. 43); moreove r they are shown without wings in 
ear l ie r manusc r ip t s of this book. T h e r e is a n o t h e r 
winged Mercury in a relief by D o m e n i c o Gaggini, now 
in the County M u s e u m of Art in Los Angeles. See A. 
Chastel , La grande officina. Arte italiana 1460-1500, 
Milan 1966, p. 157, fig. 170. 
SB Mercury is called ' ange lus ' by Berchor ius in his 
moralisat ion of the Rape of F.uropa. See Ghisalberti , 
'l.'Ovidius moralizatus' (as in n. 11), p. 44 (this passage 
appear s in version ' P ' ) . O n ayyEXoi; and wings see F. Saxl, 
'Cont inui ty and Variation in the Meaning of Images ' , in 
his Lectures, i, L o n d o n 1957, pp. 7ff. See also P. Carol­
idis, Anuhis, Hermes, Michael. Kin Beilragzur Oeschichte des 
religios-philosophisrhen Synkretismus im griecMschen Orient, 
Strasbourg 1913, passim. 
36 Occasionally the winged Mercury r eappea r s in later 
art. See e.g. the obverse of a medal l ion of J a c o b Fugger 
da t ing f r o m the first half of the 16th century, in S. 
Brink, Mercurius Mediceus. Studien zur panegyrischen Ver-
toendnng dec Merkurgestalt im L'lorenz des 16. pihrhunderls. 
Worms 1987, p. 45, figs 2a, b. See also the engraving in 
the Paris edit ion of the Metamorphoses of 1570, repro­
d u c e d in M. D. Henkel , ' l l lustr ierte Ausgabcn von (Kids 
M e t a m o r p h o s e n im X V , XVI. u n d XVII. J a h r h u n d e r t ' , 
Vortrdge der Bibliothek Warburg, 1926-27, Leipzig a n d 
Berlin 1930, p. 82, fig. 22. An in teres t ing representa t ion 
is to be f o u n d in De lapide sapientium of Basilius Valen­
linus, p r o d u c e d at the beg inn ing of the 17th century: 
see Musaeum Hermetirum reformation el ampliatum, ed. K. 
R. H. Frick, Gray. 1970, p. 396 (I t hank Anton io d e r i ­
cuzio fo r this r e fe rence ) . Fritz Saxl believed tha t the 
m o d e r n (all'antica) i conography of Mercury dates f r o m 
the f a m o u s drawing by Cyriac of A n c o n a of a relief 
f o u n d by him in Pant icapeum: see his 'R inasc imento 
del l ' an t ichi ta ' (as in n. 25), pp. 252ff. SaxI's opin ion has 
b e e n repea ted , e.g. by Seznec (as in n. 25), pp. 20011. 
But as Cal lmann justly po in t ed ou t (as in n. 13, p. 47 n. 
42): 'Saxl seems to have oversimplif ied the process . . . 
a n d omi t t ed some probab le sources and evolutionary 
steps' . This prob lem, as well as that of winged gods in 
the art of the Middle Ages a n d early Renaissance, needs 
f u r t h e r study. Even as late as the presen t century, the 
Academia d e San F e r n a n d o in Barcelona h o n o u r e d dis­
t inguished scholars and artists with a medal bear ing an 
image of Mercury with huge wings (and, curiously, the 
face of Praxiteles 's H e r m e s ) : see M. A. Blanca Piquero 
Lopez a n d M. del C a r m e n Sal inero Moro, ' Invenlar io 
d e la Coleccion d e medallas de la Real Academia d e Bel­
las Artes d e San F e r n a n d o ' , Academia. Ralelin de la Real 
Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando, lxvi, 1988. pp. 
257­362 , no. 65 (cf. also nos 61, 6 4 ­ 6 7 , 70, 80) . T h e 
first of these meda l s was struck in the second half of the 
19th century. 
3 7 G. Boccaccio, Genealogia deorum, ii, 12, edn Basle 
1532, p. 37. O n Apollo 's search for his cattle and his 
giving of the staff (which later became the caduceus) to 
Mercury, see also Mythographus, ii.2.55 (Mythographi 
valirani I el II, as in n. 26, p. 140); and Ovide moralise en 
vers. ii.3575ff (ed. d e Boer, as in n. 11, i, p. 247). O n the 
late medieval and Renaissance i conography of Apollo, 
of ten shown with long fair hair, see E. Schrotei , Die 
Ikonographie des Themas Parnass vox Raffael, New York and 
Hildesheim 1977, pp. 25If f . 
5 8 Gotha , Forschungsbibl io thek, MS Membr. 1.98; un­
publ ished. For Mercury with Battus on Filarete 's bronze 
doors of St Peter ' s see H. Roeder, ' T h e Borders of f ila­
re te ' s Bronze Doors to St Peter 's ' , this Journal, x, 1947, 
p. 153; fo r the later i conography of Battus see A. Pigler, 
Barockthemen, ii, Budapest 1974, p. 34. 
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which recalls the second cassone panel. Perhaps the episode of Battus tu rned to 
stone featured on the last section of the cassone. 
There remains the question of the episode on the left with Mercury point ing to 
the woman. This scene must be related to the central building, partly visible on 
both panels. In the second book of the Metamorphoses, between the stories of Mer­
cury and Apollo and of the Abduction of Europa, Ovid recounts how Mercury fell 
in love with Herse, daughter of Cecrops, king of Athens (Metamorphoses, ii .708ff). 
Herse lived with her sisters Pandrosos and Aglauros, and when Mercury came to 
visit the house it was Aglauros whom he met. The girl d e m a n d e d gold f rom the god 
as the price of entry; but when he brought it she was consumed with envy and tried 
to prevent him enter ing Herse 's chamber. Mercury's punishment was to turn her to 
stone, like Battus. As Ovid puts it: 
She no longer tried to speak, and, if she had tried, her voice would have found no way of 
utterance. There she sat, her neck, her lips all changed to lifeless stone. But even the stone 
in its dull colour kept the hue of her dark and sullen soul.39 
It is this pun i shment which forms the 'metamorphosis ' of the tale, and Ovid's pro­
tagonist is therefore Aglauros ra ther than Herse. But which of the two sisters is the 
woman shown above Mercury on the Czartoryski panel? 
Given that the cassone was probably in tended for a bride it would seem more 
appropria te to illustrate a theme of love ra ther than envy and its punishment . More­
over, moralised versions of the Metamorphoses tend to concentrate on Herse, and 
praise her beauty and virtue.40 Indeed these versions add a happy marriage to Mer­
cury; in manuscripts of the Ovide moralise en vers in Paris and Rouen, there are even 
miniatures depicting the wedding.1 1 Yet such depictions are not only rare but quite 
dissimilar to the Czartoryski cassone. Usually i l luminators who illustrated the story, 
like Ovid himself, concentra ted on Aglauros's metamorphosis . The earliest example 
occurs in the fourteenth­century Ovide moralise en vers in Rouen (PI. 15d).42 It shows 
Mercury (wingless), disguised as a king or prince, being stopped by Aglauros at the 
door of a building, while Herse and Pandrosos sit inside. There is also a pair of 
nearly identical early fifteenth­century miniatures f rom two lavishly i l luminated 
manuscripts of the Epitre d'Othea of Christine de Pisan, now in London (PI. 15h) 
and Paris.43 Herse's house is a magnificent turreted building. Aglauros is seated in 
the doorway and Mercury, who seems to be dressed as a rich merchant , with a purse 
at his belt, is about to strike her with his staff. Here again he is wingless. It may be 
'''' Metamorphoses, ii.827ff; I.oeb edn (as in n. 14), p. 
119. See also Simintendi (as in n. 14), p. 96; Bonsignori 
(as in n. 14), fol. XVIV (cap. xlii). 
40 Ovide moralise en vers, ii .4077-81 (ed. de Boer, as in 
n. II. i, p. 258). See also Apollodorus, Bihliolhccn, iii. 
14.3; and Ovide moralise en prose, ii.38 (ed. de Boer, as in 
n. 11, i, p. 107). 
11 Rouen. Bibliotheque Municipale, MS 04, fol. 66v. 
Paris, Bibliotheque de l'Arsenal, MS 5069, fol. 23'; see 
Lord (as in n. 15), p. 171 (appx). 
'- Bibliotheque Municipale. MS 01. fol. 64v; see Lord 
(as in n. 15), p. 171 (appx). 
« London, British Library, MS Harley 4431, fol. 104v; 
Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, MS fr. 606, fol. 104v; both 
unpublished. On Christine de Pisan see S. L. Hindman. 
Christine de Pisan's 'I'.pisire Othea'. Painting and politics at 
the Court of Charles VI, Toronto 1986 (I thank Carla Lord 
lor this reference). See also L. Schaefer, 'Die [llustra-
lionen zu den Handschriften der Christine de Pisan', 
Marlmrgcr Jahrlmch fur Kunstwissenschaft, x. 1937, pp. 
119-208; M. Meiss, French Painting in the lime oj /can de 
Berry. The Limburgs and their Contemporaries, London 
1974, pp. 23-41 . For the text on Aglauros and Mercury 
sec The lipislre of Olhea, ed. C. F. Buhler, tr. S. Scrope, 
Oxford 1970, pp. 29ff (cap. xviii). 
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noted that the winged Mercury illustrated in the Brussels Epilre d'Othea, ment ioned 
above, is similarly clad (PI. 15f); however, this miniature is later than the Czartoryski 
cassone. 
That the cassone shows Aglauros, about to be tu rned to stone, is perhaps sup­
por ted by the representat ion of the metamorphosis of Battus in the Gotha Ovidius 
moralizatus (PI. l l a ­b) . In the upper right­hand corner, Battus's head is shown above 
a rock, with the rest of his body hidden and presumably petrified. The same might 
be the case for Aglauros on the Czartoryski panel. 
O n e more question remains to be answered: was anyone depicted inside the 
central building? T h e rays emanat ing f rom it and its presumed scale seem to 
suggest such a possibility. Ovid's story ends with the metamorphosis of Aglauros; 
Bonsignori, however, added that the god then succeeded in visiting Herse 's room,4 4 
while the Ovide moralise en vers included the wedding.4 5 As already noted, this text 
was illustrated in two manuscripts of the Ovide moralise. Both depict the marriage of 
Herse and Mercury, who are shown facing each other and accompanied by their 
attendants. Thus the encounte r of the couple, as in Bonsignori, or their marriage, 
as in Ovide moralise, could be the episode highlighted by the golden rays in the 
central building.46 
As Ernst Gombrich has observed, cassone painting often aimed to offer a feast 
to the eye while illustrating subjects of some moral significance.47 The decorative 
quality of the Czartoryski cassone is evident, or at any rate would have been in its 
original state, with its beautifully dressed women, golden­winged Mercury, rays of 
light and gilt gesso.18 But is there some particular rationale for this combinat ion of 
subjects f rom the Metamorphoses":"l9 
The story of the rape of Europa occurs quite often on cassoni, and might have 
been seen as an image of the new bride ' torn away' f rom her companions to begin a 
new life.50 The unusual depiction of the abduct ion of Europa, concentrat ing on its 
44 Bonsignori (as in n. 14), fol. XVIV (ii, cap. xlii): 
'Mercurio ando in camera di Herse a tutto suo piacer. E 
quando fu stato quello tempo che a lui contento se 
parti e noli in cielo.' 
45 Ovide moralise en vers, ii. 1077­81 (ed. de Boer, as in 
n. II, i, p. 258): 'L'istorie est tele, ce m'est vis, / Que 
Mercnrios, filzjovis, / Prist Herse, fille an roi Athenes, / 
L'une des trois Cycropienes / Par amours et par man­
age.' See also n. 40. 
™ See above, p. 71 and n. 41. Alternatively, there 
might have been an encounter of Europa with Jupiter, 
now in human form. Cf. London, British Library, MS 
Sloane 2452, fol. 7', an illustration from I.ydgate's Fall />/ 
Princes, dating from 1450, which shows a radiating 
Jupiter (Saxl and Meier, as in n. 29, p. 246; Bierschenk, 
as in n. 15, p. 68, 6g. 74). Here, however, the scene 
lakes place on board ship: 1 know no representation of 
Europa with Jupiter in human form within a city or 
palace. 
47 Gombrich (as in n. 13), pp. 20ff. 
IN for Vasari's comments on 'bellisimo vedere' see n. 4 
above. 
19 On representations inspired by the Metamorphoses 
see C. Lord, 'Some Ovidian Themes in Italian Renais­
sance Art', Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, New York 
1968; idem (as in n. 15), pp. 161­75. On the borders of 
Filarete's doors in St Peter's there are many scenes from 
the Metamorphoses, but they do not seem to have any 
logical sequence: see M. Lazzaroni and M. Munoz, 
FUarete: scultore e arthitetto del secolo XV, Rome 1908, pp. 
50­68; Roeder (as in n. 38), pp. 150­53; U. NUgen, 
'Filaretes Bron/cttir von St Peter. Zur Interpretation von 
Bild und Rahmen', Adas del XXIII Congresso International 
de Historia del Arte (Granada 1973), Granada 1978, iii, p. 
581. 
50 Alternatively it is possible that the scene on the 
Czartoryski cassone evoked the Christian meaning given 
bv die moralised Ovid: e.g. Bcrchorius's (hndius mura/iz-
atus, fab. XXIII, where Jove carrying off Europa is seen 
as Christ, in the form of a beautiful, spotless while bull 
('pulcherrimus sine macula el ruga, albissimus') ravish­
ing a human soul. For various interpretations of the 
Rape of Europa see E. Panolsky's letter in Art Bulletin, 
xxx, 1948, pp. 242­44. See also VerjuhrungderEuropa (as 
in II. 15), passim. On the importance of the moralised 
Ovid in the art of the Renaissance see Lord (as in n. 
15), p. 161; idem, 'Solar Imagery in Filarete's Doors to 
St Peter's', Gazette des Beaux Arts, Ixxxvii, 1976, pp. 143­
50; E. Parlato, 'II gusto all'antica di Filarete scultore', Da 
Pisanello alia nascitd dei Musei CapitoUni. L'antico a Rama 
alia vigilia del Binascimento, Rome 1988, pp. 118­20. See 
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introductory stage—the coronat ion of the white bul l—might have been chosen for 
the Czartoryski cassone so as to include a sort of bridal procession, with the women 
carrying floral wreaths. "'1 In the Trecento and Quat t rocento the giving of wreaths to 
lovers was very popular."'2 They were considered 'messaggieri d 'amore ' . In Fran­
cesco da Barberino's Del reggimento e de' costumi delle donnewe learn that 'la regina 
dopo la prima notte d ' amore mandi in dono una ghirlanda al re suo sposo'."'3 
Finally, the choice of the story of Europa might also have had astrological signifi­
cance. Taurus, the zodiacal sign for April, is Europa 's bull translated to the skies.54 
It is also one of the mansions of Venus. On 23 April 1407, when the sun was in 
Taurus, the wedding took place of Ladislas of Durazzo, king of Naples, and Maria of 
Enghien.5 5 Just possibly the Czartoryski cassone with its illustration of the story of 
Europa was, like the cassone in the Metropolitan Museum (PI. 14a­c), one of the 
wedding presents.51 ' 
It is harder to discern a marital allusion in the tales of Herse or Battus. Bon­
signori saw Aglauros as representing the 'invidiosi',57 while Berchorius suggests that 
the message of the Battus story perhaps concerned betrayal.58 But Mercury himself 
was celebrated by medieval and Renaissance authors—indeed Bonsignori called 
him ' homo di bona fama ' 5 9 —and came to be regarded as patron not only of 
oratory and other intellectual pursuits, but specifically of writers and painters.60 
Fur thermore , his wings were refer red to as 'alae contemplationis ' .6 1 As the cham­
pion of intellectual activity he might have seemed an appropriate figura of a bride­
groom who was crowned at a time when the earth was unde r the inf luence of the 
planet Mercury.62 
also Ghisalbert i , ' I . '(hiidius moralizatu.s' (as in n. 1 1), pp. 
52ff. 
5 1 O n wedding processions see B. Witthofi , 'Marr iage 
Rituals and Marriage Chests in Q u a t t r o c e n t o Florence ' , 
Arlilms rl Historiae, v.3, 1982, pp. 4 3 ­ 5 9 , esp. 46­51 . 
'­' On wreaths and their symbolic m e a n i n g see l ' isrl /k\ 
(as in n. 8), pp. 126ff. 
,:1 As paraphrased by Pisetzky, op. cit., p. 127: for the 
original text (Barber ino ' s cap. V) see I'oeli minor! del 
Treeenlo, ed. N. Sapegno (l.a le t teratuia italiana. Storia c 
testi. x), Milan and Naples 1952, p. 714. 
M (If. Mythogruphus, hi.15.2. See Bode, ed. (as in n. 
26), p. 253. 
5 5 O n this wedding, its circumstances a n d the date , see 
A. Cutolo, Re Ladislao d'Angid Durazzo, 2nd edn , Naples 
1969, pp. 303ff, esp. 308. See also Bologna (as in n. 6), 
pp. 343ff. 
See above, p, 65. From various marr iage contracts 
and invcnlorics we know that lassoni were invariably 
given in pairs; see Cal lmann (as in n. 13). p. 25. Both 
Bologna (as in n. 6, pp. 343f) and Navarro (as in n. 6, p. 
146) suggest that the pair ol lassoni received l>\ Maria 
of Enghien compr i sed that in the Bargello (see PI. l i d 
a n d above, p. 65) and the Metropol i tan o n e (PI. 14a­c 
and above, p. 64) This hypothesis must be rejected as 
the p e n d a n t of the Bargello cassone is the cassone o n c e 
in the H. Hat l is Collection in London , which depicts 
the second part of the story of messer Torello; see Schu­
br ing (as in n. 2), pp. 4204', no. 903, pi CXCI, and 
Boskovits (as in n. 7), p. 47. For the social history of 
marr iage rituals and cassoni see C. Klapisch­Zubcr. '!.<• 
/ a n e della sposa: la d o n n a fiorentina e il suo c o r r e d o 
del Rinascimento ' , l.a famiglia e le ilonne nel Rinascimento 
a Firenze, Rome and Bari 1988, pp. 193­211; idem, ' T h e 
Griselda Complex : Dowry a n d Marriage Gifts in the 
Qua t t rocen to ' , Women, Family and Ritual in Renaissance 
Italy, Chicago 1985, pp. 213­46 . 
5 7 Bonsignori (as in n. 14), cap. xliii, fol. 16: ' . . . p e r 
Aglauros [Ovidio] i n t en to gli invidiosi'. 
"s Ben b o n u s . Oviilins iiioralizalus, lab. XXI; ed. Engels 
(as in n. 16), p. 59: 'ista fabula potest allegari cont ra 
prodi tores ' . Ernst Gombr ich has m a d e the in t r iguing 
suggestion to me that representa t ions of Battus and 
Aglauros which inc lude a ' flinty s tone ' , or a rock, may 
refer to coats of a rms or devices. O n the populari ty of 
the ' p i e r re a f eu ' in this contex t see his The Sense of 
Order. A Study in the Psychology of Decorative Art, London 
1979, p. 2 3 2 . ' 
''' Bonsignori (as in n. 14), cap. xliii, fol. 16. 
6 0 See also Macrobius, Saturnalia, i. 19.7­16 ( T e u b n e r 
e d n ) , ed. J. Willis, Leipzig 1970, pp. 109­11) ; Mytho-
graphus, iii, cap. ix (ed. Bode, as in n. 26, pp. 213­21) ; 
Berchorius, Deformis, cap. vi (ed. Engels, as in n. 26, pp. 
17­19) ; Boccaccio (as in n. 37), p. 35; De deorum imagi-
nibus libellus, cap. vi (Liebeschiitz, as in n. 26, p. I 19): cf. 
Se/.nec (as in n. 25), passim: Brink (as in n. 36), passim. 
6 1 Berchorius , De formis, cap. vi; ed. Engels (as in n. 
26), p. 18. Cf. Macrobius, op. cit., i .19.7­10. See also B. 
L. Welch, Ronsard's Merrury, New York 1986, pp. 5ff. 
6 2 Ladislas was crowned on 29 May 1390; lot the 
corona t ion see Cutolo (as in n. 55), p. 110. 
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Finally, it might have been the case that the Czartoryski cassone was mean t to be 
viewed not f rom left to right, as it has been in this paper, but vice versa.63 Certainly 
Ovid's text speaks about Mercury first and Europa second, and there is the parallel 
of the cassone in the Metropolitan Museum (PI. 14a-c), refer red to above. If both 
works were indeed meant to be ' read ' f rom right to left this might therefore provide 
confirmation of their association with one another, and perhaps also with the same 
wedding. 
U N I V E R S I T Y O F WARSAW 
'" The narration develops from the right to the lefl on 
some other cassoni ascribed by Boskovits to the Master 
of Ladislas of Durazzo; see Boskovits (as in n. 7), n. 14. 
See also the cassone ascribed to Francesco di Giorgio 
Martini, referred to above (p. 67 and n. 17). 
MERCURY AND EUROPA Pla t e 11 
a, b—Mercury and Battus. 
Miniature from (Xridius moratizatus. 
Gotha, Forschungsbibl iothek, 
MS Membr. 1.98. Sketch detail 
showing Battus in top right-hand 
corner (pp. 70, 72) 
c— Europa and the bull :Jupiter. 
Miniature f rom the Gotha 
Ovidius moralizatus (p. 67) 
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b—Partial reconstruction of the front of the Czartoryski cassone (p. 64) 
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a Czartoryski cassone, panel B. Cracow, The Czartoryski Collection ( p p . 63-74) 
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b—Cassone from the Palazzo Strozzi in Florence. Present whereabouts unknown ( p . 64) 
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